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STORY OF THE MONTH (1)

A STRONG AND RESILIENT FORCE
In this month’s edition of the
KFOR Chronicle, we acknowledge
the ongoing commitment of the
KFOR Tactical Reserve Battalion,
the Regional Commands and the
Multinational Specialized Unit
to maintaining their respective
skill-sets in Crowd Riot Control
capabilities. As the KFOR
Chronicle team has documented
and witnessed in the last six month
period, soldier’s from a multitude
of troop contributing nations
have continued to maintain their
operational readiness through
strenuous multi-national exercises
involving complex Crowd Riot
Control and fire phobia training,
exercising command and control
capabilities and interoperability
with many different KFOR unit’s
in addition to EULEX. Such
exercises and training requires
detailed planning, preparation,
operational tasking, information
release, logistics support and

medical assistance for the training
objectives to be achieved. Through
this continue training approach,
KFOR continues to maintain its
readiness in Crowd Riot Control
capabilities as a credible and
deterrent force, ready to act as
the third responder if the situation
necessitates.
Through visually illustrative
photography captured by the
respective KFOR HQ, Kosovo
Tactical Reserve Battalion and
Regional Command Public Affairs
Office photographers, we give
you a dynamic close up view of
recent Crowd Riot Control and
fire phobia activities. The fire, the
sweat, the tears, the toil are all
real…it’s all part of the effort and
sacrifice that the men and women
partake during this type of training.
The KFOR Tactical Reserve
Battalion stationed at Novo Selo,
Camp Marechal De Lattre De
Tassigny which it is directly under
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the tactical control of COM KFOR
takes the lead and coordinated
much of KFOR’s Crowd Riot
Control training. The men and
women of the Hungarian-led unit
have a particular set of capabilities
that are offered in direct support
to the mission in Kosovo. The
unit specializes in a wide range of
security operations including that
to persons designated with special
status close security, surveillance
and reconnaissance tasks, local
population aid and other infantry
tasks. The unit is also specifically
trained to a very high, professional
and competent standard in Crowd
Riot Control operations. Thus, the
unit’s knowledge and expertise
is shared through co-operative
instruction and training with
all KFOR units contributing to
further operational readiness and
support to the Safe and Secure
Environment throughout Kosovo.

Major Andrii Dublian conducts a
tactical ground situational briefing to
members of the Regional Command
West’s Austrian Contingent prior
to their insertion into realistic fire
phobia training at Camp “Marechal

De Lattre De Tassigny”, Novo Selo
on 13 April. Pictured right, a close
up view as a KFOR Tactical Reserve
Battalion fire phobia instructor throws
a Molotov cocktail into the ground
in the middle of exercise troops,

igniting an immediate fire-ball and
simulating a serious civil disorder
scenario which these KFOR troops
are continuously prepared for through
realistic coordinated and multinational
exercises.

A high level of exercise realism is a
definitive requirement to test the
Crowd Riot Control capabilities
of KFOR commanders and troops.
The photographic illustrations
on this page are a testimony to
the recent training conducted by
multinational maneuver battalion
(kinetic battalion) of the Regional
Command West. Three companies
constitute the kinetic battalion,
Italian, Slovenian, Austrian and also
a Moldovan platoon. In particular,
through its ongoing training and
operational readiness, Regional
Command West maintains
its ability to provide effective
security at the Decani Monastery,
where KFOR remains as the

first responder. Through KFOR’s
ongoing exercises, commanders at
all levels and the individual soldier
receive hands-on experience
in crowd control tactics and
strategies, use of force principles
and de-escalation maneuvers. In
addition commanders conduct
operational planning and rehearsal,
contingency planning and logistical
resource management. There
remains always a requirement for
KFOR soldier’s to remain flexible
in their approach as multiple
incidents can simultaneously occur
in a civil disorder incident. The
resultant threat to property and
life can be very real if the situation
deteriorates. In preparation for all

eventualities, KFOR continues to
integrate adequate and realistic
components into its exercises
such as dealing with potential
protests and crowd management,
violent crowd management,
location security including sniper
support, logistics support, casualty
evacuation, dealing effectively with
freedom of movement incidents
and also recognition and disposal
of Improvised Explosive Devices
(IEDs). KFOR as a military force
continues to retain a high degree
of credibility and deterrence in
being prepared for and potentially
dealing with any incidents of civil
disorder throughout Kosovo.
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A Molotov cocktail is a breakable glass bottle containing
a flammable substance and a source of ignition such as a
burning cloth wick. In action, the wick is lit and the bottle
hurled at a target.When the bottle smashes on impact,
the ensuing cloud of fuel droplets and vapor is ignited by
the attached wick, causing an immediate fireball.

An Italian soldier waits for a Croatian MI-8 helicopter to
make a quick landing close to Decani monastery bringing
immediate troops support during a recent exercise aimed
at improving readiness and reaction times to a potential
civil disorder incident at the monastery.

The Multinational Specialized Unit (MSU) provides COM
KFOR with an additional well trained asset in Crowd
Riot Control capabilities.The unit is composed of Italian
Carabinieri and provides KFOR with a diverse range of
military and policing capabilities, including proficiency in
Crowd and Riot Control. (Right) KFOR members of the
Polish Company from Regional Command East conduct

complex fire phobia training with the KFOR Tactical
Reserve Battalion at Camp Novo Selo.Throughout the
training, each nation synchronises its Tactics,Techniques
and Procedures (TTPs) in order to counter the effects of
violent civil disorder and as in this case, the throwing of
Molotov cocktails.

13 April, soldiers from KFOR’s Regional Command East
Maneuver Battalion conducted exit and entry drills on
a UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter wearing full Crowd
and Riot Control (CRC) equipment. The training was
conducted at Camp Marechal De Lattre De Tassigny at
Novo Selo. As can be seen in the photography, the Crowd
Riot Control personnel were comprised of soldiers from
Delta Company, 2nd Battalion, 162nd Infantry Regiment,
Oregon Army National Guard, training alongside Regional

Command East’s Task Force Aviation in order to enhance
their rapid transport capabilities and procedures in the
event of a deteriorating security situation within the area
of responsibility.
Alan (Jack) Crowley

OF-3 IRL-A
(Photo contributions by KFOR PAO,
RC-W, RC-E & KTRBN PAO,
Also Lt. Alexandria Davidson USA-A)
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STORY OF THE MONTH (2)

MAKING THE CHRONICLE
As the Chief Editor of the KFOR
Chronicle, if someone was to ask
me what in my opinion was the
primary purpose of the magazine,
then without giving a long-winded
response, the answer would be
fairly straight forward. From my
experiences during the last six
months documenting some of
the ongoing activities of KFOR, I
see the chronicle as a means to
acknowledge and appreciate the
valuable work that is done by all
members of the KFOR family on
a daily basis. While working on the
various editions with my Public
Affairs Office colleagues, I got an
opportunity to document and
view up close the soldier’s daily
work and commitment to their
respective task’s in maintaining
peace and security throughout
Kosovo. The KFOR Chronicle has
provided me with an opportunity
to tell a story, KFOR’s story, and
the soldier’s story through text

and visual representation combined
with dynamic photography. In many
cases, these personal stories and
visual depictions of numerous
activities were provided to me by
the outstanding work not only by
the various Regional Command
and Unit Public Affairs Staff, but
also by all those who intermittently
contributed to the chronicles
compilation.
Within the military environment,
little can be achieved without
appropriate direction. The same
concept can be applied to the
work of the KFOR Public Affairs
Office. Last November, the
incumbent Chief PAO Colonel
Mario Renna effectively utilised
his in-depth editorial experience
with the Italian Defense Magazine
to incorporate a significant
transformation to the content
and general presentation of the
chronicle. Through new headed
chapters such as ‘Story of the

Month’, ‘From the Field’ and
‘Troops of KFOR’ the magazines
ability to depict and promote the
activities of various contributing
nations has taken on a new
significance. In particular, the
magazine has seen a welcome
transformation through the
increased use of professional and
amateur photography embedded
in each edition with accompanying
descriptive captions ultimately
providing a more user friendly
and attractive format. The recent
KFOR Photo Competition during
February also highlighted the
outstanding level of amateur
photography amongst the KFOR
soldiers. It is this very interest and
ability among KFOR’s men and
women to promote their activities
that has made the KFOR Chronicle
an enduring legacy of NATO’s
longest running mission to date.
Alan (Jack) Crowley
OF-3- IRL-A

Reporting on History; since the initial deployment of the first KFOR soldiers to Kosovo more than twenty years ago, the
KFOR Chronicle has played an integral role in the internal communication of KFOR’s activities to all its personnel and to
a wider audience. All those years ago, the October 1999 edition of the KFOR Chronicle covered the topics of protecting
minorities, demilitarisation of the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA), establishment of the Kosovo Protection Corps (KPC) and
joint US-Russian patrolling.The June 2000 edition reported on one year in Kosovo, weapons find, incidents of inter-ethnic
violence and comments by the visiting Spanish Minister of Defense that “KFOR will stay in Kosovo for a long time.”
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Through interactive cooperation with our Regional Command and Unit PAO colleagues, the KFOR Public Affairs team
actively documents the mission’s kinetic and non-kinetic activities, getting up close and personal with the soldiers,
hearing their stories and providing full coverage through dynamic photography and video footage.

The culmination of several weeks of documenting KFOR’s
activities has arrived. Here, the magazine is delivered in
digital form by USB stick to the staff at Blendi Publishing
Company, Pristina.There is one final editing check before
being sent for print. Blendi remains open for business
throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.

Time for action at the Blendi industrial printing house in
Lipljan; a member of staff carefully checks the final design
and layout of the magazine to ensure quality control prior
to full print. Page format B2 (500mm, 07mm), weight
350gr, laminated and full color print, all in compliance with
the contract.

The ‘Heidelberg Speedmaster’ industrial printer in Lipljan
provides for high quality commercial printing at a steady
production speed of 18,000 sheets per hour. In line with
the current KFOR Chronicle contract with Blendi, a total
of 1,400 copies of the magazines will be printed for
delivery to KFOR personnel.

The KFOR Chronicle team returns to Blendi in Pristina for
collection of the final product. Here, Photographer and
Chief Design & Layout Mr. Afrim Hajrullahu conducts a
final inspection of the magazine latyout. In the following
days, the magazine will be distributed to a wide KFOR
audience.
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FROM THE FIELD
RESUPPLY FROM ABOVE

14 April, KFORs Regional Command Esat Task Force Aviation composed of National Guard Soldiers from
Colorado, Alpha Company, 2-238th General Support Aviation Battalion ramp up their operations to support
operational readiness throughout the region at Camp Bondsteel. Crew members loaded the UH-60 Black
Hawks with Meals Ready to Eat (MREs) and attached external loads as part of a resupply mission for KFOR
elements across the Command’s region. The supplies were delivered to other NATO Camps in order to
minimise ground transportation and to maintain COVID-19 preventative measures. Regional Command East
continues to implement prudent measures based on the recommendation of the World Health Organisation
(WHO), the Centre of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the US European Command Headquarters
(USEUCOM) in order to mitigate the risks related to COVID-19 for its personnel and for the communities
of Kosovo. The mission continues, providing a safe and secure environment for the people of Kosovo, in
accordance with KFOR’s mandate as per United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1244.

DOCTORS MEET DOCTORS
Kosovo Force Regional Command East Task Force
Medical visits the University Clinical Center of
Kosovo laboratory to enhance Kosovo COVID-19
capabilities and response April 21, 2020 in Pristina.
TF-MED is KFOR RC-E’s primary COVID-19 testing
facility and is working with the University Clinical
Center of Kosovo, a public institute in Kosovo and
the designated COVID-19 hospital for the region, to
mitigate and manage the pandemic for both KFOR
personnel and the people in Kosovo.
Over the past 20 years TF-MED has worked alongside
many public health institutes throughout Kosovo.

University Clinical Center has been very
accommodating in providing testing capabilities and
the united KFOR and local COVID response has led
to a management of the virus within the region and a
mutual assimilation of procedures.
The COVID-19 pandemic has tested Kosovo’s
and KFOR’s resilience, however, the established
partnerships have proven their adaptability and are
continuing to work toward a healthy Kosovo.
U.S. Army National Guard story by Staff Sgt. Amberlee Boverhuis
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RESOLUTE PROTECTION
Inside Regional Command West, the regular battle
rhythm of operations and activities continues
unabated, even during these extraordinary times
which see the ongoing health emergency dictated
by the COVID-19 pandemic. Throughout this
emergency, NATO’s multinational contingents
throughout Kosovo maintain their commitment to
contributing to security and freedom of movement
for all communities in accordance with the mandate
of United Nations Security Council Resolution 1244.
KFOR’s kinetic and non-kinetic activities continue
with the appropriate adoption of the preventive
measures recommended by the World Health
Organisation, providing the necessary precautions to
prevent possible contagion. As illustrated in the above
photography, at dawn on Easter Monday, the Italian
soldiers of Regional Command West took over the
duties of providing guard protection to the Serbian
orthodox monastery of Decani, a UNESCO world

heritage site and the only cultural and religious site
still protected by KFOR troops. Indeed, this important
task is one that requires a multinational team effort.
Providing protection for and monitoring the symbolic
religious site 24/7 is assigned on a rotation basis
to the professional soldiers from Italy, Austria and
Slovenia. The men and women of these contributing
nations together with Turkey, Switzerland, Poland and
Moldova constitute Regional Command West and
are led by Italian Colonel Natale Gatti. Throughout
the Easter weekend period, Regional Command West
units conducted over twenty separate operational
activities within their area of responsibility involving
more than eighty Italian soldiers from the 17th
“Sforzesca” anti-aircraft artillery regiment, in addition
to numerous soldiers from various troop contributing
nations.
Emanuele Colini
OF-2 ITA-A
RC-W PAO Chief
(Photos by OR-4 Francesco Esposito)

SUPPORTING THE FIGHT
The Swiss Contingent continues to support KFOR’s
ongoing fight against COVID-19 by providing
tents at key locations. In recent weeks, the Swiss
Contingent has erected numerous tents for KFOR
at three key locations, the Military Airport Site
Slatina, Camp Film City and Camp Novo Selo. “By
providing this infrastructure, an important contribution is
made to KFOR’s freedom of action, as the tents enable
rapid action in the event of a crisis,” explains DCOM
KFOR Brigadier General Laurent Michaud, who
visited the team during the build-up of the tents at
the military airport site on 05 April. The tents will
support the medical staff in fulfilling their duties

by providing the possibility of separated medical
assessment and treatment areas for COVID-19
suspected patients. The erection of one tent took
between six and eight hours requiring a team of
eight personnel, depending on the ground and soil
conditions. These well-insulated structures are also
equipped with heating and cooling systems. Each of
the tents can accommodate up to sixteen personnel
for long periods of time, while also providing sleeping
accommodation for everyone who requires it.
Fabienne Wälti
OF-2 Specialist Officer
Press and Information Officer
SWISSCOY 42
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SNAPSHOTS

Members of the Greek Guard
at the entrance to KFOR HQ
Film City continue with the
application of preventative
measures against the
spread of COVID-19. KFOR
continues with prudent
screening checks, social
distancing, wearing of
protective masks and
other protective measures
in all military installations
to mitigate the risks for
the welfare and safety of
all personnel. In addition,
members of the Greek
Guard conduct temperature
screening for all personnel
entering the KFOR HQ
command building on a 24/7
basis.

Although a relatively very mild
winter by Balkan standards,
the last of the snow and
inclement weather will see
all road conditions improve
significantly to the benefit
of KFOR’s ongoing kinetic
and non-kinetic activities.
Here on 01 April, Italian
KFOR soldier’s from Regional
Command West conduct
a patrol in classic military
column formation along a
rural route within their Area
of Responsibility. A Bandvagn
(Bv) 206 tracked armoured
personnel carrier is in close
support. KFOR continues
its daily operations with
measures implemented to
reduce the exposure and
potential transmission of
COVID-19.
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In these uncertain times,
KFOR continues to maintain its
operational readiness through
various continuing training exercises
within multiple military locations.
On 02 April, COM KFOR’s reserve,
the Hungarian-led Kosovo Tactical
Reserve Battalion continued with
intensive Crowd and Riot Control
training exercises at Camp Novo
Selo, testing command and control
procedures, maintaining readiness
capability and improving all round
integrated Tactics,Techniques and
Procedures (TTPs).

03 April, KFOR’s Regional Command
East Explosive Ordnance Disposal
(EOD) team members responded to
Kosovo Police reports of unexploded
ordnance in northern Kosovo.
Multiple reports of Unidentified
Explosive Ordnance (UXO) were
reported previously by community
members in separate locations.
In line with procedures, Kosovo
Police secured each scene while
Regional Command East EOD
team members safely disposed of
the UXO. EOD teams can use a
variety of electronic devices and can
also utilise K9 military working dog
assets for such operations. Search
dogs are very well trained and able
to cover areas not easily accessible
by machinery or equipment. KFOR
continues to maintain a good
working relationship with the Kosovo
Security Organisations to maintain
a safe and secure environment
and freedom of movement for all
communities of Kosovo.
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A KFOR soldier of the Swiss
Contingent is pictured as he takes
aim at the Razorback shooting
range in Pristina. All personnel
within the kinetic units of the
respective Regional Command’s
continue to maintain their weapons
skills. Also, a soldier from the
International Military Police climbs
high to get a ‘bird’s eye’ view of the
Trepca Mines near Mitrovica, North
Kosovo.

Multinational cooperation in
improving capabilities and readiness;
08 April, KFOR’s Regional Command
East personnel practice freedom of
movement and obstacle removing
operations at Camp Marechal De
Lattre De Tassigny in Novo Selo.
Unity and teamwork was evident
and demonstrated effectively as
partner soldiers from Ukraine,
Italy, Austria and the United
States participated in Freedom of
Movement Detachment training
(obstacle removal) as a part of
ongoing KFOR training.The joint
training consisted of obstacle
removal by Italian engineer
personnel, Austrian Explosive
Ordnance Disposal personnel, and
U.S. infantry personnel.

(Photo contributions by KFOR PAO,
RC-W, RC-E, KTRBN
& SWISSCOY PAO)
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TROOPS OF KFOR

HEADQUARTERS SUPPORT GROUP
ON THE FRONT LINE
The Headquarters Support Group
(HSG) has been at the forefront
of KFORs fight against COVID-19.
We talk briefly to Colonel Brendan
McGuinness, Commander of the
Headquarters Support Group
(HSG) about the vitally important
role of this unit, his staff, their
achievements and the ongoing fight
against the virus.
Can you briefly describe
the role of the Headquarter
Support Group (HSG) in
support of the KFOR mission?
“The HSG secures HQ KFOR against
internal and external threats and
provides real life support to HQ
KFOR in Camp Film City.The range of
military and civilian services is diverse
and multinational providing Force
Protection,Transport, Role 1 Medical,
Property Accounting & Supply, Pass
and ID cards, Site Engineering, Fire
Services and Personnel and MWA.
Within all of these areas, the life of
every person in Film City is supported
and I hope improved.”
Did you have any particular
objectives when coming into
the appointment? “On arrival
last October, I took over a very wellfunctioning unit that was providing an
excellent range of support services.
My objectives were to initially get to

know my tasks and my role and all
the personnel. As part of this process,
I established relationships with all the
sub unit and department leaders to
generate trust and to empower all the
staff. A particular goal was to have
the HSG performing beyond the sum
of its parts.This has been successful
and the record of achievements
over the past six months speaks for
itself across all the areas of HSG
responsibility.”
Are there any particular
achievements of your unit
during the reporting period
that you would like to
highlight? “Over the past eight
weeks I am tremendously proud of
the way the HSG has responded to
the KFOR and broader effort to work
tirelessly to mitigate the effects of
Covid-19.The HSG have changed how
they work, reduced some services and
increased effort in others in response
to the KFOR orders to ensure that all
our personnel stay as safe as possible
and if sick they get the best support
possible.”
What have been the main
tasks and priorities for the
HSG in the fight against the
COVID-19? “The HSG has taken
on many tasks in the mitigation of
Covid-19.The MWA has been to
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the forefront of organising and with
others checking that the availability
of hand wash stations, sanitiser
and social distancing has changed
dramatically in all our bases. Similarly
the Food Officer and Site Manager
have worked tirelessly with Ecolog
(catering service) and Cakay (cleaning
service) to ensure the dining centre
and offices are as safe and protected
as possible for all personnel in KFOR.
A new priority is to support those who
are sick and in isolation or quarantine,
this is important work and it requires
coordination between the HSG and
other offices.”
What final message would
you give to your staff, many
of whom have been under
your command for the last
six month period? “My message
to the excellent staff of the HSG is
threefold.Thank you for your loyalty,
consistent effort and your willingness
to act together. Secondly, I wish you
well and I hope you stay safe in
this turbulent period of dealing with
Covid-19. Finally never forget your
families, they are right behind you
and I wish you all a safe and happy
reunion with all your family and
friends at the end of your tours.”
KFOR PAO Team

The Headquarters Support
Group secures HQ KFOR against
internal and external threats
and provides real life support
to KFOR HQ in Camp Film
City.The range of military and
civilian services includes Force
Protection,Transport, Role 1
Medical, Property Accounting &
Supply, Pass and ID cards, Site
Engineering, Fire Services and
Personnel Welfare Activities.

The Fire Brigade is organic to
the Headquarters Support
Group and regularly conducts
realistic exercises to maintain
their capabilities and develop
unit cohesion.These exercises
instill a great sense of teamwork
and trust, ensuring the unit can
safely and competently tackle
any emergency situation they are
faced with.

The range of civilian and military
services commanded by the unit
in support of the KFOR mission
is wide and extensive. The
HSG has a diverse, experienced
and multinational selection of
sub- units and departments, all
working together.

Extraordinary times; 15 April,
Colonel McGuinness gives a
final commanders address to
members of the Headquarters
Support Group at KFOR HGQ,
Film City. He sincerely thanks all
members of the unit for their
tireless efforts, including their
collective response to mitigating
the effects of Covid-19
14

FAREWELL TO COLONEL
McGUINNESS, CDR HSG
Due to preventative measures
undertaken by KFOR regarding Covid
19, the Transfer of Authority of the
Headquarter and Support Group
was not held as usual. In this article
DCOM KFOR Brigadier General
Michaud pays tribute to a commander
who performed outstandingly:
Colonel Brendan McGuinness (IRL-A),
Commander of the HSG
Colonel McGuinness started his tour
in September 2019. From the very
beginning, he served as Commander
of the Headquarter Support Group
in an outstanding manner, being not
only a great military leader but also
a personality, much appreciated by
everyone throughout Camp Film City.
As Cdr HSG, Colonel McGuinness was
responsible for all Real Life Support to
KFOR HQ. As such, he ensured access
to vital services for every soldier or
civilian on the base, and camp security.
He was also responsible for the
maintenance and improvement of the
infrastructures in the Camp.
Not only did he perform these tasks
in a very professional manner, but
he always showed great leadership
skills. Being always calm and polite, he
constantly showed respect to both
subordinates and peers. Through his
friendly attitude and his ability to spare
a kind word for everyone, Colonel
McGuinness quickly became very
popular and respected. The fact that almost every person crossing his path was smiling while giving a respectful
“Hello Sir” emphasizes the fact that Colonel McGuinness is a man everyone at KFOR HQ is glad to meet.
Over the 7 months I served with Colonel McGuinness I cannot remember a day he was not smiling, nor a
single time he refused to engage in a discussion with anyone.
Colonel McGuinness showed great dedication and commitment as well as outstanding leadership during the
COVID-19 spread in CFC. He ensured the quick implementation of measures in order to protect the women
and the men working and living in Camp Film City. We, the members of KFOR, are proud to have served with
a man of such value. He contributed well above and beyond the call of duty to the protection of the members
of KFOR.
For all these reasons, and more, I want to personally express my gratitude to Colonel McGuinness, who
proved to be an extraordinary ambassador for the Irish army, as well as a great contributor to KFOR success. I
am proud and honored having served with him and I wish Colonel McGuinness all the soldier’s luck.
Colonel McGuinness, on behalf of COM KFOR and all personnel working or living in Camp Film City, thank
you for your outstanding service!
DCOM KFOR
Brigadier General Michaud
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FIGHTING COVID-19

A GENDER PERSPECTIVE ON COVID-19
All crises have gender impacts,
whether armed conflicts,
natural disasters, or outbreaks
of communicable disease, and
COVID-19 is no exception. So,
what does it mean that COVID-19
has gender impacts, what is a
gender perspective, and what is the
role of the Gender Advisor’s Office
in all of this? The Office of the
Gender Advisor to COM KFOR is
here to ensure that our operation
takes into account the security
needs of not only men, but also
for women, boys, and girls, as well
as the elderly. These groups are
often overlooked and since part of
KFOR’s mandate is to contribute
to a safe and secure environment
for ALL people in Kosovo we
need to be aware of their security
concerns. What is the gender
perspective when it comes to
COVID-19 and the measures put
in place? How are men, women,
children, and the elderly affected
differently by this? Below we will
summarize some of the gender
impacts of the COVID-19 situation,
not just in Kosovo, but worldwide.
One of the first things we see
relates to domestic violence. At
this time of the global COVID-19
pandemic, home is supposed to
be the safest place for everyone.
However, for people experiencing
domestic violence, social distancing
can mean being trapped inside with

an abuser. As the Gender Advisor’s
Office, we need to be aware of this
and make sure that we monitor
the situation at domestic violence
shelters and cooperate with nongovernmental and international
organizations in the theatre.
In addition, we need to assess
which areas are hit the hardest.
How is the situation in urban
areas vs rural areas? We need to
understand that elderly women in
rural areas often do not own cars
or even have a driver’s license in
many cases. Although movement
restrictions and lockdowns are put
in place to stop the spread of the
disease, we need to be aware that
these restrictions can leave victims
trapped with their abusers. In
order to assess this situation from
a gender perspective, we need to
look into the different roles that
men and women have in society.
Another example is that women
rely much more on public
transportation than men. This puts
women at greater risk of coming
into contact with the virus, when
they have to either get to work,
visit a doctor or do the grocery
shopping. This is especially true
with single parents, who are less
likely to have a car due to financial
reasons.
Third, we need to understand
that a gender perspective is not
just about women; it is about all
16

groups in society. Our Liaison
Monitoring Teams reported that
a lot of children from minority
communities often do not have a
computer. This means they cannot
follow their schools’ online classes.
Fourth, at the frontline of this
coronavirus pandemic are the
healthcare workers who are
working around the clock and
putting themselves at risk to
care for patients. Most of the
nurses and healthcare workers
are women. Their workload is
very demanding, often taking an
emotional toll. Now with the
closure of schools and workplaces,
their unpaid workload is likely to
further increase. If older relatives
get sick, they will also need looking
after. The situation for single
parents can be even more difficult,
especially when options for
informal childcare are unavailable.
In summary, for KFOR to be
aware of the gender impacts of the
COVID-19 situation is absolutely
crucial because it not only
increases our situational awareness,
but it shows the people in Kosovo
that KFOR is an impartial force,
looking after the security needs
of everyone in society. A gender
perspective can therefore serve as
a tool to win peoples’ hearts and
minds.
Dr. Elisabeth Schleicher

Gender Adviser to COM KFOR

FIGHTING COVID-19

NATO DONATION TO KOSOVO
INSTITUTIONS

KFOR has donated Personal Protection Equipment
worth 70,000 Euro to the hospitals of Pristina and
Gracanica, in support to the ongoing efforts by
the Institutions in Kosovo against the COVID-19
pandemic.Thousands of gloves, masks, goggles,
isolation clothing, as well as infrared contactless
thermometers and antiseptic hand cleansing will be
provided to medical staff to help treating patients
adequately and avoid further spread of the virus,
especially among health professionals who carry out
every day a work of vital importance. The project
was funded by NATO and implemented by the KFOR
Civil-Military Cooperation team, and is part of the
overall commitment of the Alliance is support of its
operations and of its member countries and partners.
“The donation is an act of solidarity that reflects the close
cooperation developed between KFOR and the Ministry

of Public Health and is part of the NATO-led mission to
ensure a safe and secure environment to all communities
in Kosovo, as mandated by the United Nations Security
Council Resolution 1244 of 1999”, said Major General
Michele Risi. From the start of the COVID-19
outbreak, KFOR has continued its activities on a
regular basis, whilst implementing prudent and robust
measures – in accordance with the guidelines of
the World Health Organization - to limit the virus’
spread and minimize risks for its members and for
the communities they serve. “KFOR’s ability to conduct
operations has not been undermined. Our forces remain
ready and our crucial work goes on.” Major General
Michele Risi added.
Maj. Stefano De Ruggieri
OF-3 IT-A
PAO
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FIGHTING COVID-19

DISCOVER HOW TO FACE THE
PSYCHOLOGICAL FEAR
“Athens was destroyed by the fear of the plague, not by the plague”
(Thucydides, 430 BC)

When the World Health Organisation officially
declared the COVID-19 global pandemic, a universal
fear was consequently and simultaneously spread
with statistics that broadcasted daily the numbers of
patients in intensive therapy, patients with symptoms,
people secluded at home, those who tested positive,
and the death tolls by region, country, and continent.
Without realising it, we started to be fascinated by
the news, while simultaneously waiting and hoping
for information regarding the virus’s peak and that
the deadly contagion would decrease. Unconsciously,
we gave room to these emotions and negative
feelings that slowly but inexorably transformed into
negative thoughts, words, and attitudes. Many of us
have unconsciously opened the door to fear. Not
only fear for our own health, but fear for the health
of our loved ones, for the effects on the economies,
the restrictions on our own life, and the separation
from everything that we are accustomed to. Those
most exposed to viral pathologies are people with an
immune system compromised by excesses of different
kinds, by everyday rush, by compulsiveness, by
environmental and food pollution, by the intoxication
of negative food and thoughts that makes people less
reactive and less present to the body.
Now, the question is, “can we stop the psychological
fear and can we stop the spread of the virus?” To
answer the question, it is important to understand
and realise that we cannot work only on the outside
but, more importantly, on our inside. A complete
change of our life’s priorities is required. In the
previous article in the March edition, I spoke about
the habits that could improve our immune systems.

This article will talk briefly about the importance of
connecting the spiritual dimension with the human
dimension. For a soldier, talking about the spiritual
dimension may seem incompatible, but it is not; it
is in our nature. Soldiers trust and live by values,
offering their destiny to their unit and their country.
Therefore, the spiritual dimension is important as
well as the physical one. In these last weeks we
have reconsidered our operational activities that
have been maintained to the essential ones, without
compromising KFOR’s mission which is still focused
on maintaining the safe and secure environment and
freedom of movement, supporting the institutions
in Kosovo and supporting the Belgrade-Pristina
Dialogue, especially during this difficult time of
emergency. Many restrictions have been applied to
external and social activities to preserve the health
of all KFOR soldiers and civilian employees who
logistically support our mission. We have experienced
the emptiness of the outside that has transformed
our inside with a new fullness of thoughts, often of
fear. Thoughts are therefore critical to develop a
new consciousness against the fear of contagion. It
is important to know that we must remain vigilant,
present, and conscious, but also connected. In this
regard, the quantum physics (science that studies
and describes the phenomena that occurs in
extremely microscopic dimensions, such as an atom
or a subatomic particle) can help us to understand
the interrelationships between the universe, which
is infinitely large, and the subatomic particles
that are infinitely small. The phenomenon of the
“entanglement” witnesses the existence of an invisible
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reality in which two elements maintain a memory
of their interaction and respond instantly with each
other, no matter the physical space that divides them.
This phenomenon refutes the relativity law that states
that nothing can travel faster than the speed of light.
Conscious thoughts are therefore interconnected and
can create egregora (collective group mind) until they
turn in matter. This brings us to the conclusion: the
more people that act in harmony and respect with
the laws of the universe, and are conscious, present,
and connected, then the stronger their influence is on
the planet for the salvation of mankind.
Another aspect on which we should reflect and direct
our thinking is the impartiality of the virus: it makes
no difference between ethnic groups, rich or poor,
language or religion. Indirectly, the virus calls us to
unity, to cooperation against any division, to share
energies and knowledge beyond any type of boundary
or border. Overcoming the “fear of the virus”
therefore cannot happen through its demonisation
or rejection. The fear of old and new conflicts
and negative emotions (anger, anxiety, isolation,
devaluation, separation, loss of trust) must follow
its path made of listening, acceptance. Fear must
be recognised before it can be overcome through
the transformation into love which represents the
strongest weapon that exists within us; love that we
can decline in all its forms of courage, union, joy, trust,
sharing and thanksgiving.
Meditation and mindfulness are some of best
practices to improve our presence and connection
with the spiritual dimension, and they are
recommended by the World Health Organization
against the effects of COVID-19 (Ref; Promoting
Mental Health - A Report of the World Health
Organization, P. 192). They are simple actions that
anyone can do to experience presence. Meditation
and mindfulness create areas of space, of emptiness
19

that lead us to review and reflect on our neglected
and set aside parts, further leading us to an awareness
when stress reaches unbearable levels. Here we can
enter a dimension of tranquility that gives us the
opportunity to interpret this particular historical
period that will change our life.
Other actions that anyone can do are positive
visualisations and prayers. When these activities are
done in a group the effect is much stronger and
they transform the individual’s intent in a stronger
magnet that attracts those who share common
values towards the same destiny. Finally, I want to
conclude this article by inviting all to pay attention
to everything that happens to us, be it an event, a
situation, a talk, a TV or radio program, or a chat that
comes to us. Let’s ask ourselves this simple question;
“Is it useful for my personal growth?...What can I do
with it?...Does this news, energy, message, thought
nourish my soul?” If not, reject it, delete it, switch it
off, and transform it with three positive actions of
your choice to counter the research showing that one
person with COVID-19 passes it onto three people,.
This really benefits the planet and mankind. Examples
of actions can be, to give something that contains
your emotion to a person dear to you or unknown;
take a conscious walk, admiring the beauty of the
little things that, usually, distracted or taken by haste,
we never stop to observe; call a friend and simply
say “I thought of you, I love you”. These emotions
produce the “happiness hormones” that strengthen
the immune system and, above all, contribute to
increasing the frequency of overall positive energy, not
only yours but of all the people connected to you. The
stronger your network is, the better results you will
experience and the more you will adopt the mindset
that no viruses can really harm you.

Nico Caiazza
OF-4 IT-A
Deputy CDC to COMKFOR

KFOR NEWS

ADDRESSING MITROVICA’s COMMUNITIES
Late on the evening of 02 April, COM KFOR Major
General Michele Risi met with both the Mayors of
North and South Mitrovica, Mr. Goran Rakic and
Mr. Agim Bahtiri respectively in order to conduct a
press conference regarding the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic. In front of numerous journalists in the
center of Mitrovica, COM KFOR spoke directly
to all present and urged the citizens of Kosovo to

follow the instructions of the public institutions.
He commented that “I want to thank the honorable
presidents who are here with us; both know that the
situation with coronavirus is very serious. It’s very serious
in the Balkans and it’s very serious in Europe”. He further
added that “I am sure that every citizen in Mitrovica will
follow the instructions of the public institutions of Kosovo.”
Col. Mario Renna

NEW DIRECTOR FOR NATO ADVISORY AND LIAISON TEAM
Brigadier General Frank Best assumed duties as
Director of the NATO Advisory and Liaison Team
(NALT) from Brigadier General Michael G. Oberneyer.
The Transfer of Authority took place on Wednesday,
29 April 2020.
Brigadier General Oberneyer looks back at a
successful tenure: “We have continued the excellent
working relationship in an environment of mutual
respect, trust and transparency with our colleagues in the
Ministry of Defence and the KSF.Within our respective
mandates, we have worked together for a common goal: a
professional KSF, with representation from all communities,
working for the benefit of all citizens in Kosovo”.

He leaves the NALT in the capable hands of his
colleague Brigadier General Best, who has built an
impressive career in the German Air Force since
joining in 1983. Most recently, he served as the Branch
Head for Forces Policy in the German Ministry of
Defence in Bonn.
The NATO Advisory and Liaison Team was set up in
August 2016. Its mission is to support the further
development of the security organisations in Kosovo
which includes providing advice and support with
a focus on capacity-building, education and training
coordination.
Lt. Col. Marc-André Schulz
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WEARING WITH PRIDE
CSM’s Message:The uniform is the distinctive element
of the soldiers of any nation and of any armed forces. It
distinguishes those who wear it among all the elements
of the society to which he or she belongs.The uniform
also defines who wears it, identifies a person as part of a
group, a particular elite, dedicated to the defense of the
founding values of the respective societies.Therefore, it is
not only clothing, but rather a symbol that identifies the
individual with their own nation, with their own category of
grade, with their own armed force, with their own specialty
and unit. It is essential to wear the uniform decorously
and to take care of it in compliance with what are the
respective national regulations and the traditions of units.
There is an Italian saying that “the dress does not make

TAKING CHARGE

the monk”, meaning that appearance is not enough
if there is no substance behind, but in the case of the
military the substance cannot be detached from the form,
since order, discipline and respect for regulations and roles
are the foundations of military life.Therefore, I encourage
all KFOR soldiers to wear properly their uniform, without
putting on any non-regulatory patches, insignias or badges
that have not been approved by the relevant chain of
command. Furthermore, avoid displaying any symbols
or acronyms which may cause misunderstanding or
embarrassment within the multinational community.We
have to be proud of our uniform and to respect it as a
symbol of the honor of our respective armed forces.
Pietro Galeazzi

OR-9 ITA- A
KFOR CSM

HIGH LEVEL MEET

On 01 April, COM KFOR presided over the Change of
Command Ceremony between the outgoing Joint Logistics
Support Group Commander Colonel Markus Höfler and
the new incoming Commander Colonel Thomas Fronek.
KFOR thanks Colonel Höfler for his outstanding service
and welcomes Colonel Fronek to the team.

COM KFOR Major General Michele Risi welcomed
the Force Commander of the Slovenian Armed Forces,
Brigadier General Miha Skerbinc to KFOR HQ, Film City
on 02 April. COM KFOR presented an operational briefing
and an update about the security situation in Kosovo.
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PROFILES
“DEEP SENSE OF BELONGING”

Prior to commencing his military career, OR-4 Giovanni Di Mattia served as a Fire Fighter from 2000 to
2003 where he was assigned to many Fire Fighting Commands. He then joined the Army in 2004. In that
same year he was assigned to the 17th Regiment Air Defence “Sforzesca”. From 2004 onwards, Giovanni
fully participated in all regimental activities, including performing to an excellent standard in several national
security operations and completing numerous specialist courses. In 2005, he was deployed to BosniaHerzegovina and in 2019 to Kosovo with his regiment as a team commander. He is married to Katia and they
have two children, Livia and Letizia. OR-4 Giovanni Di Mattia is a soldier who stands out for his extensive
military experience. Motivated by a deep sense of belonging
to the Italian Army and to his regiment, he has consistently
demonstrated a high sense of duty and a natural attitude to
always do his best. Throughout his tasks in Kosovo, he has
demonstrated a high degree of motivation, responsibility for
those under his command, and consistent attention and vigilance
during patrolling activities. He is a worthy recipient of the soldier
of the month.
Name: Giovanni Di Mattia / Italy
Rank: OR-4 / Corporal
Appointment in KFOR: RC-W / PAPA COY

STRENGTH, EXPERIENCE, DEDICATION

US Army Reserve Sergeant ToniAnn Valdner has been in service for six years as a Military Police Officer and is currently
working with the Task Force Military Police, Regional Command East. Joining the Army as a reservist, she commented
that “the Army has given me strength, family, experience, and stability.” Dedicated and motivated to better her life
and be an example for future generations,ToniAnn continues to develop herself personally and professionally; “On
the civilian side, I am working on becoming a New York police officer…I have a degree in
criminal justice and am working on a bachelor’s in forensic psychology.” Her small frame
is overshadowed by her powerful personality and determination. Furthermore, she is an
‘Operation Enduring Freedom’ veteran and is excited to share all her knowledge and
experience with her colleagues during the KFOR mission. Offering some valuable advice,
Sergeant Valdner finally comments that “do the right thing and no one can ever question
your character.”
Name:ToniAnnValdner / United States
Rank: Sergeant
Appointment in KFOR:Task Force Military Police, RC-E

NEW CDR HSG, COLONEL COLM Ó LUASA

Colonel Colm Ó Luasa is a Cavalry Officer who joined the Irish Defence Forces in 1986 and received his commission
upon completion of his cadet training in 1988. Prior to deploying to KFOR, he held the position of Director of Combat
Support and Director of Reserve Forces in Operations Division of Defence Forces Headquarters. Colonel Ó Luasa has
a broad range of experience which includes postings as an Instructor in the Military College, Commanding Officer of a
Cavalry Squadron, Senior Staff Officer in the Directorate of Training and Education as well
as Commanding Officer of Irish Special Forces.
He is a graduate of National University of Ireland Galway, holding a Bachelors Degree in
Commerce. He completed his Command and Staff Course in 2009 at the Irish Defence
Forces Military College and holds a Masters in Military Leadership and Defence Studies
from the National University of Ireland Maynooth. Colonel Ó Luasa’s mission with KFOR will
be his seventh deployment.
Name: Colm Ó Luasa / Ireland
Rank: OF-5 / Colonel
Appointment in KFOR: Commander HSG
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Contribute to
the KFOR Chronicle!

Just send your photos to: kforchronicle@hq.kfor.

nato.int

by the 20th of the month explaining where you
took the photo and what equipment you used.
We will then select one of the submitted images
and publish it in the next edition of the Chronicle.
A KFOR Chronicle T-Shirt is awarded each
month to the winning photographer. You will be
immortalised in the KFOR Chronicle!
Is that not something to be proud of?
Sincerely,
The Chronicle Team.

“End of the Day”

Photo:Vanessa Gross (USA-A)
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